
MG200 Electrostatic Sprayer 
Electrostatic spraying is the process of adding an 
electric charge to the liquid droplets when they 
are sprayed.  The result is the decon solution will 
envelop and adhere to the target. As the charged 
droplets hit the surface they are forced to create an 
even spread, including hidden and shadowed areas.

Decon will Never Be 
the Same…

EDK
Electrostatic Decontamination Kit

800.892.1099 | federalresources.com

The Electrostatic Decon Kit (EDK) combines top of 
the line technology from Victory Innovations and 
First Line Technology to offer users the easiest, most 
effi cient way to decontaminate threats.

Stored in a military grade hardshell case from SKB 
Cases, the electrostatic spraying system can easily 
be charged while staying organized inside the case 
for rapid deployment when needed.

 + MG200 Electrostatic
Sprayer

 + (x2) Dahlgren Decon

 + (x8) Fibertect Cotton 
Wipes / Pads 

Kit Includes:

 + 1000ml Reservoir

 + 8 hour extended 
battery 

 + 110v  Battery Charger

 + Protective Case

DAHLGREN DECON + FIBERTECT
provides high effi cacy decontamination products 
that can decontaminate chemical warfare agents, 
toxic industrial chemicals (TICs), toxic industrial 
materials (TIMs), as well as biological and 
radiological agents from personnel, personal 
protective equipment (PPE), sensitive equipment,
and critical infrastructure.

 Dahlgren Decon neutralizes 100% of 
Fentanyl and Carfentanil in under fi ve minutes.

Testing done on fentanyl Freebase and carfentanil  
Oxalate at MRI Global, June 2017.
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The Electrostatic Difference

Conventional Sprayer Victory Sprayer

 + Lightweight and Portable - 3.8lbs.

 + Quite — Suitable for use in any environment.

 + Removable tank holds 38oz. of liquid.

 + Charge on/off for wetter applications.

 + Save Time, Save Money

 + Increased Performance

Key Highlights:

Professional Cordless 
Electrostatic Sprayer

 + Non-Corrosive Dahlgren Decon’s pH is truly neutral at 6.64.

 + Universal  Dahlgren Decon can be used in conjunction with VICTORY 200

 + Neutralization Dahlgren Decon neutralizes fentanyl with no residual byproduct

 + Rapid Response In a 1:1 ratio, Dahlgren Decon yields 100% effi cacy in less than 2 minutes against fentanyl

THE STATS:

pH Level  ......................... 6.64 (noncorrosive)

Shelf Life  ............................................  10 Years

Unknown Toxicity  ....................................... 0%

Dwell Time  ...........................  Under 5 Minutes

Storage  ......................................  -40° - 160° F
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